ABSTRACT, Concluded.
is combined with the maximum jet plume diameter blockage condition to form a correlation method that accounts for the effects of jet area ratio, exit angle, total temperature, molecular weight and ratio of specific heats for a given external stream Mach number, Reynolds number, and afterbody geometry.
For verification, the correlation method was used to predict the drag of an H 2 and C2H 4 jet from the measured drag of an N 2 jet and to predict the drag of a hot jet from the measured drag of a cold jet for both the 15-and 25-deg AGARD afterbody configurations in the Mach number range from 0.6 to 1.S.
The average accuracy of the correlation method is better than l0 percent for both afterbody configurations and is 40 to S0 percent more accurate than a correlation method based only on the blockage parameter.
A brief numerical study indicates that the major parameter which correlates the jet entrainment effect is the product of the jet gas constant and total temperature. 
INTRODUCTION
Wind tunnel tests concerned with engine-airframe integration usually use a cold jet to simulate the effect the real hot jet has on the airframe pressure distribution and resulting afterbody pressure drag. Unfortunately, there is no reliable method ax, ailable for predicting the cold jet operating condition necessary to simulate a specific hot jet operating condition with respect to afterbody drag. This problem has been studied both experimentally and theoretically for many years. The studies have been primarily concerned with axisymmetric configurations as shown in Fig. 1 ; however, it is expected that three-dimensional configurations will be studied in the future.
The experinaental results presented in Refs. 1 and 2 clearly show that the afterbody drag obtained with a hot jet is significantly less than that obtained with a cold jet operating at the same pressure ratio. The reason for this difference is that both the jet plume shape (blockage) and the turbulent mixing (entrainment) that take place between the jet flow and the external stream can propagate disturbances upstream through the subsonic flow region over the afterbody. In Refs. 1 and 2 it is shown that matching the initial inclination angle of the jet plume is sufficient to correlate the hot and cold jet afterbody drag data for supersonic flow; howex.er, for subsonic and transonic flow an additional correction for the entrainment effect is necessary. In Ref. 3 it is shown that cold jet afterbody drag for an annular jet and various jet nozzle area ratios can be correlated by matching the maximum jet plume diameter rather than the initial inclination angle of the plume. However, some annular jet configurations appear to be strongly influenced by the jet entrainment and require an additional correction. Experiments showing a pure entrainment effect on afterbody drag are presented in Ref. 4 . This was accomplished by measuring the drag obtained with both a nitrogen (N-,) jet and a hydrogen (H2) jet for the same nozzle and afterbody configuration. Because N2 and H2 have the same specific heat ratio, the plume blockage effect is identical for equal operating pressures. Thus, the only effect on afterbody drag must be that caused by the difference in jet entrainment. These results show that decreasing the molecular weight of the jet causes the drag to decrease.
The specific characteristic of the jet-mixing process that influences afterbody drag is usually thought to bc a displacement of the inviscid jet boundary, which changes the jet plume blockage (Ref. 1). This concept was utilized in the ~iscous/inviscid analytical technique, presented in Ref. 5 , for estimating attached nozzle-afterbody flows. For separated nozzle-afterbody flows, the Chapman-Korst theory, as applied in Ref. 6 , suggests an entrainment parameter based on the pumping capacity of the jet plume which involves not only the rate of mixing but also the location of key streamlines. The author has studied this approach extensively and has found it to be inadequate for subsonic Mach numbers. In this report a theoretical estimate is presented for the drag caused by jet entrainment, based on the induced velocity produced by the turbulent mixing process.
ANALYSIS

GENERAL APPROACH
It is well known (Ref. 7 ) that the turbulent mixing of a jet with an external stream will produce a small induced velocity in the external stream. The magnitude of the induced velocity has been estimated in Ref. 7 to be usually less than 5 percent of the free-stream velocity. Although the induced velocity is small, the corresponding induced pressure on an afterbody results in a significant change in the afterbody drag coefficient. A rough theoretical estimate of the induced drag coefficient can be obtained on the basis of the following assumptions:
1. The induced velocity is a small perturbation, and the resulting pressure change can be computed using the first-order small disturbance equation.
. The external flow is attached to both the afterbody and the jet plume, and the local external flow velocity is equal to u=. Variations in the local stream velocity have been considered and found to have a negligible effect.
3. Over the length of the afterbody, the induced velocity is assumed constant.
. The induced velocity vector is perpendicular to the average jet plume boundary angle between the jet exit and maximum jet plume position. This angle is taken to be one-half the initial inviscid jet plume angle.
5. The afterbody surface is conical, as shown in Fig. 1 , and the induced pressure on the blunt base is the same as that on the afterbody.
6. The operating conditions of the jet are sufficient to produce a maximum jet plume diameter that is equal to or greater than the jet exit diameter.
The induced velocity parallel to the afterbody surface is, by geometry, From assumption 1 the induced pressure coefficient is
Therefore, the induced drag coefficient is
The total drag coefficient for the afterbody can be written as
D where COBO is the aflerbody drag coefficent for o = 0 and, therefore, is only a function of the jet plume blockage. It should be noted that the induced drag coefficient, given by Eq. (3), is also a function of a commonly used blockage parameter, i.e., the initial inclination angle of the jet plume, (Av + ON).
INDUCED VELOCITY
Complex flow fields involving turbulent mixing such as the afterbody flow field shown in Fig. 1 can be analyzed by superimposing on the inviscid flow field an estimate of the turbulent mixing obtained by analyzing a much simpler flow field. This is the basis of the well-known Chapman-Korst component analysis as applied in Refs. 5 and 6. In this report the simpler flow field selected for the turbulent mixing analysis, shown in Fig. 2 , consists of an axisymmetric jet in a parallel-flowing external stream. The analytical approach is the same as that presented in Ref. 7 and is based on the following assumptions:
1. The static pressure is constant along the control volume boundary.
2. The initial boundary layers are neglected, and therefore the mixing zone velocity profiles are similar.
3. The width of the mixing zone is small compared to the radius of the jet. 
The unknowns in Eqs. (5) and (6) are the induced velocity, v, and the mixing zone velocity profile shape and size. The mixing velocity profile shape was determined, as in Ref. 7 , by solving a highly simplified boundary-layer equation.
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Thus, the mixing velocity profile is expressed in terms of its own coordinate system, (X,Y), which is shifted relative to the lip of the jet by the distance Ym, Fig. 2 . The nondimensional distance, r/m, is determined from Eqs. (5) and (6) by eliminating the induced velocity term.
The final equation is
where
Thus, rim is independent of X, as are all the properties of the mixing zone when expressed in terms of 17. The actual distance Ym is determined from the definition of 71 and requires a value for a, the mixing similarity parameter, which is determined in Section 2.3. In Ref. 7 it is shown that r/u = 3.0 and ~L = -3.0 are sufficient for ~m tO be independent of the limits of integration. Evaluation of the mass flow and momentum integrals, 01) and (I2), requires local values of the mixture gas constant, Rg, specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, and the total temperature, Tt. The required equations were derived from assumption (4) by the method presented in Ref. 6 and are as follows:
Jet Species Distribution:
Specific Heat"
Total Temperature: The remaining unknown in Eq. (18) is the similarity parameter for turbulent mixing, o.
TURBULENT MIXING
The equation for estimating the similarity parameter for turbulent mixing, o, was derived by applying the method of Ref. 
It is important to note that )7 D is independent of X; therefore,
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Rg N Tt N CpN are also independent of X.
Eliminating I x vdX from Eqs. 
Because the fluid dynamic properties along the dividing streamline are independent of X, to, as given by Eq. (28), is also independent of X. Therefore,
Substituting Eqs. (28) and (29) 
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
The validity of the theoretical induced drag coefficient cannot be evaluated directly because there are no direct measurements of this drag term. As a result, the theoretical induced drag coefficient was combined with the maximum jet plume diameter blockage parameter of Ref. 3 to form a correlation method that can be applied to a wide variety of experimental data for evaluation. This correlation method accounts for the effects of jet area ratio, exit angle, total temperature, molecular weight and ratio of specific heats on afterbody drag for a given external stream Mach number, Reynolds number, and afterbody geometry. In this report correlation of the effects of the jet thermodynamic properties is the primary concern.
EFFECT OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT
The correlation method was applied to the data of Ref. 4 The theory indicates that the drag of an N 2 jet is greater than that of an H 2 jet because the induced velocity for the N 2 jet is toward the jet plume (negative) and for the H2 jet is away from the jet plume (positive). As a result, the induced velocity for the N2 jet tends to accelerate the flow over the afterbody, decreasing the pressure and increasing the drag, whereas the opposite occurs for the H2 jet. It is important to note that the direction of the induced velocity, as given by Eq. (18), is independent of the similarity parameter for turbulent mixing, o, since o is always positive. Thus, only the magnitude of the induced velocity is determined by the rate of mixing.
EFFECT OF THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
The correlation method was applied to the data of Ref. 4 to predict the drag of a C2H 4 (ethylene) jet from the measured drag of an N 2 jet. The predicted results are compared with experiment for both afterbody configurations in Figs. 3a and c and 4a and c for M = 0.6 oo and 1.2, respectively. As shown, the correlation method agrees well with experiment for both afterbody configurations and Mach numbers. The theoretical induced velocity for the C2H4 jet was found to be essentially equal to that for the N2 jet; thus the difference in drag between the two jets is due to differences in jet plume blockage. Fig. 3a is a prediction of the drag of an H2 jet using the measured drag of a AEDC-TR-79-85 
Included in
EFFECT OF TOTAL TEMPERATURE AND RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
The correlation method was applied to the data of Ref. 10 to predict the drag of a hot jet from the measured drag of a cold air jet. The hot jet was produced by burning ethylene (C2H4) with air; thus both the temperature and ratio of specific heats were different from cold air. The predicted results are compared with experiment as solid lines in Fig. 5 Fig. 6 for the 25-deg AGARD afterbody at Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.95, and 1.5, respectively. As shown for both afterbody configurations, the correlation method works extremely well at Moo = 0.6, underpredicts the induced drag at Moo = 0.95, and overpredicts the induced drag at Moo = 1.5. The difference between the predicted and experimental drag is partly due to neglecting, in the correlation method, the real gas effects and the jet total temperature gradient which occurred in the experiment. In addition, the correlation method does not account for spatial variations of the induced velocity which, i1o doubt, become important at Moo = 1.5. In spite of these deficiencies, the correlation method produces a significant improvement (except at Moo = 1.5) over merely using a correction for plume blockage, as is shown by the dashed line in Figs. 4 and 5.
15-deg AGARD afterbody and in
The theory predicts that the induced velocity for a hot jet has the same direction as that for an H2 jet, which, as pre',.iously discussed, results in a lower drag. This suggests that a cold, low molecular weight gas may be used to simulate the effects of a hot, relatively high molecular weight gas. A brief numerical study of the theoretical relation for the induced velocity, Eq. (18), revealed that, for a given y~,, the induced velocity is only a function of the product Rg N TtN. Since the induced velocity is a weak function of YN, then on the basis of the assumptions made, the t~,o major parameters that affect afterbody body drag are Rg N T1N and Dp/DN. Of course, there are minor effects caused by ON and Av, as may be seen from Eq. (3).
EFFECT OF AREA RATIO, EXIT ANGLE, AND BLUNT BASE AREA
The purpose of this application of the correlation method is to illustrate the importance of maintaining the external afterbody geometry. The correlation method was applied to the data of Ref. Fig. 7 for Moo = 0.6 and 1.5. Only one theoretical result for both afterbodies is shown because the geometry differences are not sufficient to produce significantly different results. The predicted drag is in good agreement w, ith experiment for the afterbody configuration without a blunt base, w.hich is the same configuration used to obtain the reference drag data. The blunt base significantly increases the drag, and this cannot be accounted for by the present correlation method. However, the correlation method does apply to configurations having a blunt base since all of the previous data presented were from blunt base configurations. Geometric similarity must be maintained if the correlation method is to be valid.
EVALUATION OF CORRELATION METHOD
The improvement realized by using the correlation method was assessed by comparing the results w.ith the two commonly used experimental correlation methods of matching NPR and Dp/DN. For the free-stream Mach numbers considered, the accuracy of each correlation method was determined for two cases, Dp/DN = 1.0, and its maximum value. The ex, aluations were made at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 1.2 for the N2, H2, and C2H 4 data, and at 0.6, 0.95, and 1.5 for the hot jet data. In all, 15 evaluations were made for each afterbody configuration. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 1 for each afterbocly configuration. As shown, the correlation method presented in this report (Dp/DN + Entr) is from 50 to 60 percent more accurate than matching NPR and from 40 to 50 percent more accurate than matching Dp/DN; also, the average predicted drag is within 10 percent of the correct value. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The major results of this study are as follows:
1. The theoretical induced drag coefficient developed in this report provides a firstorder estimate of the afterbody drag increments due to differences in jet mixing (entrainment) caused by different jet properties.
2. The correlation method used is:
. The theory indicates that the drag of a hot jet or H 2 jet is less than the drag of a cold air or N2 jet because the jet mixing induced velocity is away from the jet plume boundary for the hot and H2 jets and is toward the jet plume boundary for the cold air and N2 jets. As a result, the flow over the afterbody is decelerated (decreased drag) by the jet mixing for the hot and H2 jets and is accelerated (increased drag) by the jet mixing for the cold air and N2 jets.
The theoretical induced drag is a strong function of the product Rg g TiN and a weak function of the ratio of specific heats, ~'N. 
